
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welcome to the World of Wordpress Plugins 
 
 
 
 

Did you believe that by just having a Wordpress blog will give you profits? 
 

While I agree that the basic installation of Wordpress is easy and you don’t need to know 
anything of html, php css etc but you need extra special plugins to unleash the profit 
potential lurking in your Wordpress blog waiting to be released. 

 
And here is a bunch of such Wordpress plugins. Free! 

 
All right, Lets’ begin with the plugins… 

 
 
 
 

For The Novice 
 

If you are someone who still doesn’t know what a Wordpress blog is, you can download 
a free copy from here: http://Wordpress.org/ 

 
And if you don’t know how to install, Free Word Press Installer is a free service that will 
install Wordpress on your server. 

 
Or if you would like to see a Free Video, Visit Install Wordpress - Free CNET Videos 

 
 
 
 

Admin Plugins 
 

1. WP-DBManager: Allows you to optimize database, repair database, backup 
database, restore database, delete backup database and more. 
2. WP-Print: Displays a printable version of your Wordpress blog's post/page. 
3. Maintenance Mode: Make your blog be temporary unavailable while you fix up your 
blog. 
4. WP-ServerInfo: Display your host's server PHP and MYSQL information on your 
Wordpress dashboard. 
5. Page Link Manager: Controlling pages is not easy and it requires code editing. This 
plugin solves the problem. 
6. OneClick: It allows uploading of a plugin or theme without the need of manually 
uploading by FTP, allowing the upload from the Admin panel. 
7. Instant Wordpress Upgrade: You can upgrade to the latest Wordpress version, or to a 
version of your choice. The plugin downloads the chosen Wordpress version, unpacks it, 
deletes the old files and inserts the new ones 
8. Update Manager For Plugins: Keep up to date with latest plugin features, security 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

enhancements and bugfixes with the click of a button. 
9. Unavailable for Maintenance: Inform your visitors that your blog is temporarily down 
for maintenance, admin is still accessible. 
10 Category Overload: It replaces the standard category management interface for 
Wordpress. 
11. The New Sidebar Manager: Easily manage your sidebar. 
12. Twitter SMS Notification: Use Twitter SMS service to send you the latest comment 
posted on your blog. 
13. Self Comment Notification Filter: Tired of seeing your own comments appearing in 
your mailbox? Here's a quickfix to end that trouble. 
14. WP-Bulb: WP-Bulb is a simple Wordpress plugin, which sends you notifications 
about new comments. 
15. Wordpress Database Backup: Setup your backups to occur at almost any 
imaginable frequency. 
16. Fix Database: Will check all the tables within that database. Report errors. Then it 
attempts to repair the table and will optimize the tables. 
17. WP-phpMyAdmin: Lets you directly access your Wordpress database through 
phpMyAdmin within your WP admin console. 
18. Shortcut Macros: This plugin allows you to set up shortcuts that expand into longer 
text when you save a post/page. 
18. Fancy excerpt plugin: Replaces the default excerpt of Wordpress. 
19. Feedbuilder: FeedBuilder24 generates a custom RSS-2.0 feed from your Wordpress 
postings. 
20. Excerpt Editor: Create and edit all of your excerpts from one place. It can "auto 
create" excerpts using the first 55-70-100-130 words from the content, optionally 
retaining some of the HTML tags and add custom excerpts for pages (not possible 
without a plugin). 
21. Unfancy Quote Plugin: Easily override the Fancy Quote of Wordpress. 
22. 404 Notifier: Logs 404 and will notify you of them via e-mail or in an RSS feed. 
23. Permacop: Redirect any url of your site. It allows you to chose any URL of your blog 
to be redirected to any URL. 
24. Add Copyrights To Your RSS: Automatically add copyrights to RSS/Atom feed. 
25. Downloads Suite: Manage downloads on your blog. Files can be uploaded and 
organized into groups, linked to specific pages. 
25. Download Counter: Keep a watch on how many downloads your files get. 
26. WP Unformatted: This allows you to add custom fields to a post to disable auto- 
formatting and/or auto-smart-quote conversion on a per-post basis. 
27. deUncategorize: Prevent Posts from Accidentally Appearing in the »Uncategorized« 
Category. 
28. Frame buster plugin: The frame buster plugin for Wordpress will thwart any attempt 
to load your site in a frame. 
30. It gives a snap or like a pop when you place your mouse over a link. 
31 BH Category Dropdown Widget: provides navigation to category pages via a 
dropdown selection box. The controls allow you to select EXACTLY which categories 
apear in the dropdown. 
33, Wordpress Mobile Edition: A PDA friendly interface for your blog. It’s (almost) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

XHTML compliant. 
32 MySQLi for Wordpress: MySQLi for Wordpress converts your entire Wordpress blog 
(and plugins too!) to MySQLi. MySQLi is the improved MySQL extension for PHP, and if 
you use it, you don't have to have the original MySQL PHP extensions even installed. 
33 WP-Wap: Browse your Wordpress's blog entries on a Wap enabled mobile phone. 
34. Multiply: Run multiple blogs from within the one administrative interface. 
35. WP Tiger Administration: Make your admin panel much more clean looking and easy 
to use. 
36. SpotMilk: One more skin replacement for your admin panel. 
37. Wordpress Admin Dashboard Replacement: This drop-in replacement provides you 
with a lean and mean WordPress Admin Dashboard, lots of essential goodies without 
the fluff and super-fast. 

 
 
 
 

Improving the Blog Layout 
 

1. Angsuman’s Multi-Page Plugin: Create Multi-Paged Articles. 
2. Page Link Manger: Plugin to exclude page from site navigation 
3. Static Front Page: Easily stick a static page to the front page of a Wordpress site, 
leaving the normal blog on a blog page. 
4. Semiologic: Customizing the layout, font and skin with a theme in building a blog. 
More Unique: Customize, individualize, alterize (word?) the text of the ‘more’ link for 
each post through the use of custom fields. 
5. WP-RelativeDate: Displays relative date alongside with your post/comments actual 
date. Like 'Today', '2 Days Ago' etc. 
6. Widget: A great sidebar-chopping plugin. 
7. Widget Compatible theme: Choose the Wordpress theme you want and with the 
Widget plugin given above (Widget) and easily change the layout of the side bar objects 
like search, category, post etc. 
8. All Side Bar: This plugin will make anything you put in the sidebar show up on every 
page/post. Good for your adsense, money links, etc... 
9. Link Harvest: It will go through all of your pages and compile a list of all external links. 
Then it will create a linkroll for you based on your actual linking activity. 
10. Articles: Present a list of posts you select outside of your blog chronology. Very 
useful for featuring posts that might otherwise slip into the nether regions of your 
archives. 
11. Comment License: This plugin shows a license with terms of your choosing in your 
comments form. 
12. Search Custom Fields; It adds missing functionality for searching your post custom 
field or meta data . You can also use a separate template in your theme to display 
custom field search results. 
13. Smart Link: Lets you insert links in your posts using natural language rather than 
urls. The resulting increase in usability is positively spectacular, 
Welcome Visitor: add a welcome message on the sidebar or introductory note to the 
home page or whatever and wherever you like. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Old Post Alert: This plugin shows a “this is old” banner in the comments form when 
a post is more than a month old. 
15. WP Grins: This plugin allows you to put clickable smilies on your post and 
comments forms. 
16. WP Since Last Visit: Shows the number of new posts and comments since a visitor 
last came to your blog. 
16. Simple Forum: A simple and straightforward forum that does the sort of stuff a forum 
is supposed to. 
17. Target_Blank_in_Posts: Keep your visitors on your blog. This plugin opens post and 
comments (often external) links in new window/tab. 
18. Polite-ifier: It takes swear words in comments, matches them against a badlist, and 
replaces them with acronym tags and asterisks. 
19. Wordpress Live Chat: Add a Live Chat button under your article's Title which 
enables your visitors to connect and chat specifically devoted to your article. 
20. DG Review Site: Collects custom-defined ratings with each comment, allowing you 
to turn a Wordpress blog into a fully functional user-powered review site for any topic. 
21. WP-Forum: Simple discussion forum plugin for WordPress. With support for 
different skins, 3 included by default, changeable from the WP admin interface. 
22. RS Discuss: Everything that makes a forum. A great forum plugin. 
23. XDForum: Another Forum Plugin. 

 
 
 
 

Spam Control Plugins 
 

1. WP-Ban: Ban users by IP/IP Range/host/referrer url. You can also exclude certain IPs 
from being banned. 
2. TikiGraffiti: Implements CAPTCHA to block comment spam. Uses images of graffiti 
and street art. 
3. Akismet : The Wordpress default spam fighter, To activate this you need WP API key 
4.. Spam Karma : Stop all forms of automated Blog spam effortlessly, while remaining 
as unobtrusive as possible to regular. 
5. AuthImage : Copy & paste 10 lines of code to your comment.php file. 
6. Email Immunizer: a little Wordpress plugin which provides protection against email 
harvesters 
7. Referrer Bouncer: A Plugin to bounce back referrer spam attempts; requires no 
upfront configuration, no mod-rewrite. 
8. Non Numeric Name: It silently discards any incoming comment that uses all numerals 
for the name. 
9. Impostercide: Checks all three comment fields (name, email address, and URI) when 
someone comments to prevent as many spoofing attempts as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Search Engine Optimization Plugins 
 

1, Ultimate Tag Warrior : Add tags either through the Write Post page in Wordpress in a 
tag box and in posts using special syntax from external editors (or internally) 
2. Tagalize it: Another tagging tool. 
Tip: Use Tagalize it with Ultimate Tag Warrior 3 together and watch the difference. 
3. All in One SEO Pack: This plugin takes care of some of the most challenging tasks in 
SEO and frees up your time for great content generation. 
4. Dynamic Keyword Generator: This will scan your pages and find keywords that are 
used a lot on that particular page. It will then place them in the title tag. 
5. Duplicate Content Cure: Prevents duplicate content in Wordpress blogs by adding a 
no index meta tag to Wordpress pages that don't contain any unique value, like 
categories, archives, and paged pages. 
6. MarketingOpus: Fix SEO problems in the HEAD tags of their blog. Most Wordpress 
templates and themes lack SEO data needed in the Meta tags, title tags, and link tags. 
7. Jerome's Keywords : Associates keywords with your posts. Adds a field to the post & 
page editing screens for entering or editing keywords and much more features. 
8. AutoHeader: Optimize you blog for search engines adding different meta tags and 
titles to each post, category, etc avoiding duplicate content and supplemental results. 
9. Tags in the Head : Make your website both more machine and human readable by 
using the 'Tags' you specify as META keywords in a page's header. 
10. External links plugin: Lets you process outgoing links differently in an enhanced way 
from internal links. 
11. SEO Title Tag: Easily to optimize every title tag on your page across your blog. 
12. Head META Description: Provides an automatic meta description tag for your blog, 
inserting a dynamic description depending on the query-type (i.e. page you’re on). 
13. Optimal Title: Allows you to have your blog name tacked on to the end of the page 
title instead of having it appear first. 
14. Permanent Redirector : This is valuable when you want to permanently move one or 
more of your posts or pages to a new location. 
15. Dean's Permalinks Migration : Safely change your permalink structure without 
breaking the old links to your website and without affecting your search engine rankings. 
16. Wordpress SEO Master: A search engine optimization suite to help you optimize 
your Wordpress blog for the search engines. 
17. Google Sitemap Generator: generates a XML-Sitemap compliant sitemap of your 
Wordpress blog supported by Google, YAHOO and MSN Search. 
18. Landing sites: Intelligently present your posts according to visitors search terms 
from search engines. 
19. Permalink Redirect: It compares the request URI, and if it does not match the 
permalink, a redirect will be sent back instead. 
20. Bunny's Technorati Tags : Easily display Technorati tags for your posts. 
21. PingFix: Wordpress pings only when publishing new posts, not when editing. Pings 
for future-dated posts are done when the post appears on the blog, not when it is 
published 
22. Smart Update Pinger: Replaces the built-in ping/notify functionality. Pings only 
when publishing new posts, not when editing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23. Dofollow: Lets you remove the evil nofollow attribute from your comments. 
22. Wordpress Global Translator: Dynamically translate your blog into thirteen different 
languages. Search engine optimized plugin. 

 
 
 
 

Money Making Plugins 
 

1. Ad Space: Lets you manage advertisement real estate on a Wordpress site. 
2. AdRotator: Ad Rotating Solution for your Ads (AdSense, Clicksor, Chitika etc.) 
3. Amazon Media Manager: Add items from Amazon's catalogue to your Wordpress 
blog with your Amazon affiliate ID. 
4. AdSense-Deluxe +: Quickly insert Google or Yahoo! ads into your blog posts 
5. AdSense Beautifier: Allows you to make your Adsense Ads look beautiful by placing 
images besides them. 
6. AdSense ManagerVersion: Manages AdSense ads on your blog. It generates code 
automatically and allows positioning with Widgets. 
7. Author AdsenseVersion: Allows authors to specify their own Google Adsense 
Publisher ID. Facilitates your contributers to get something back. 
8. Chitika eMiniMalls: Integrate Chitika eMiniMalls right into your blog for profits. 
9. [CA] ChitikaVersion: Easily add Chitika eMiniMalls ad code onto your post. Support 
Chitika's keyword/query targeting and QuickTags button. 
10. CafePress: Choose any of the 59 million+ products that CafePress sells, incorporate 
them into your blog and make money. 
11. Buy Me a Beer - PayPal Donations Plugin: Your blog readers are asked to buy you 
a beer (or a coffee). The plugin is widget enabled. It shows up on your sidebar as well as 
under all your blog posts. 
12. EasyPayPalVersion: Make money from your Wordpress site by collecting a 
subscription payment from your users. Create instant PayPal buttons in any post with 
simple [paybutton] tags. Create pay-per-view. 
13. Ebay Sales Lister: Display your (or others) ebay sales on your Wordpress blog. 
14. AuctionAdder: Rewrites eBay-URLs in posts and comments for Auctionads.com 
API. Enter your AuctionAds Code in the Form in the admin and earn cash for every click. 
15. Easy AuctionAds: Integrate AuctionAds into posts using different keywords. 
16. aLinks: Takes a set of phrases you commonly use and turns them into links 
whenever you include them in a post. Amazon, CJ, eBay, Clickbank, or any affiliate link 
of yours can be embedded. 
17. Password Protection: Make your blog accessible only to logged in users. A must- 
have for paid-content publishers and privacy concerned bloggers 
18. SmartRss: Transform your blog into an automated posting tool by syndicating with 
multiple RSS feed sources. 
19. ContentGen+: ContentGen+ is content generator for Wordpress. To improve 
reliability all content is cached thus making it run very fast. 
20 .e-Commerce lite: Easy to use fully featured shopping cart application suitable for 
selling your products, services, and or fees through your Wordpress blog. 
21. WP-Amazon: the Amazon product catalog is available right from Wordpress. This 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

plugin will allow you to search Amazon as you compose your post or page entry. 
22. WP Amazon context link ads: Quick way to add links to blog and help you monetize 
your content. Context Links automatically identify and link relevant phrases within your 
blog content to Amazon products. 
23. TicTap Contextual Ads for Amazon: Show Adsense-styled Amazon products! 
Determine the keywords to use and decide how many items you want shown. You keep 
100% of Amazon affiliate commissions. 
24. Software Bestseller: Build your own software shop in just couple of minutes. 

 
 
 
 
 

Web 2.O Marketing Plugins 
 

1. Share This: Share your content via social bookmarking sites and/or e-mailing the post 
to a friend. 
2. Subscribe me: Add your blog site subscription links to popular RSS readers. 
3. Gregarious: Another social bookmarking plugin. Seamless integration between your 
Blog and sites such as Digg.com, Del.icio.us, Reddit and more 
4. Digg This 1.03: Detects incoming links from Digg.com to your Wordpress post and 
automatically display a link back to the digg post, for people to digg your story. 
5. MySpace Crossposter: A plugin that enables automatic cross posting from 
Wordpress to MySpace. 
6. RSS Flashfeeder to MySpace: With this tool, you are able to show the last two Entrys 
from your Wordpress Blog on your Myspace Profile. 
7. Social Bookmarks: Adds a list of XHTML compliant graphic links at the end of your 
posts that allow your visitors to submit them to a number of social bookmarking sites. 
8. Social Bookmark Widget: Allows you to select a number of links to social bookmark 
sites which are displayed along with icons in the sidebar. 
9. WP-Sociable: Automatically generates appropriate submit links for 12 bookmarking 
sites including: Del.ici.ous, Digg, Blinklist, Furl, Reddit, Fark, ... 
10. Only Wire Autosubmitter: Submits your site to your OnlyWire Account and therefore 
to 16 Social Bookmarking Sites, helping you to get Visitors and Backlinks 
11. Onlywire: Add a Onlywire icon and Link to your blog and automatically post to 
multiple social bookmarking sites. Also automatically adds tags to each submission. 
12. Sociable: The Sociable plugin appends links for your readers to use those sites to 
the end of each of your blog’s posts, increasing your potential audience. 
38. Sociable : The Sociable plugin appends links for your readers to use those sites to 
the end of each of your blog’s posts, increasing your potential audience. 61 sites 
supported: blinkbits, BlinkList, BlogMemes, blogmarks...and more. 
14. YiGGer: Automatically submit title and content to Yigg. You can show the YiGG-it 
Button too. 
15. Feed Smith: The plugin will detect all ways to access your feed and redirect them to 
your FeedBurner feed so you can track every possible subscriber. It will forward for your 
main posts feed, and optionally your main comments feed as well. 
16. Better Feed: Enhance your feeds with several highly customizable features. 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17. GetWIKI: Lets you embed a Wikipedia article anywhere in your blog. 
18. Web 2.0 Announcer: Add web2announcer on top tags (in a tag cloud form) in your. 
19. YouTube Comments: Grab youtube video comments and insert into your blog post 
manually or schedule hourly/daily/weekly. 
20. Content Related Rss Feeds: Displays content specific feeds. Takes the most 
relevant keywords from the post content and goes and finds feeds, and does that 
automatically, 
21. RSSImport: They include a RSS headlines and/or description from other sites. You 
can edit the URL of the RSS-Newsfeed and prameters for display the feed in your site. 
22. FirstRSS: An RSS aggregator plugin that inserts an RSS feed straight into a post or 
page either as paragraph or list format. Works with del.icio.us, Technorati, Digg, etc 
23. RSS Auto Submit: This plugin will automatically submit your blog's rss feed to 16 rss 
directories once per month. 
24. Complete RSS: Makes your feeds validate and attracts more users by displaying full 
article text in your RSS and Atom feeds, removing the ill-used 'content:encoded' tags 
from the XML. 
25. Webvirtue PromotePost: A plugin which allow user to Extend the post reach by 
forwarding it to the 45 sites including del.icio.us, Digg, Flurl, Techorati. 
26. Bookmark Me: Lets you easily add links to social bookmarking sites like Del.icio.us, 
Digg, Furl, Reddit etc 
27. Add to Yahoo: Allows users to submit posts to Yahoo.com. If the user is already 
logged in to Yahoo, it automatically submits the posts title and URL. 
28. Submit to Netscape: Allows users to submit posts to Netscape.com. If the user is 
already logged in to Netscape, it automatically submits the posts title and URL. 
29. Live Space Sync: Synchronize publish/edit/delete post actions, or synchronize all 
existing posts by single-click to Microsoft Live Spaces. 
30. Add to Reddit: Allows users to submit posts to Reddit.com. If the user is already 
logged in to Reddit, it automatically submits the posts title and URL. 
31. Skype Button Widget: Widget to show an Skype button for direct dialing in your blog 
sidebar. 
32. StumbleCrumble: Display the websites that you have recently stumbled upon. Place 
it in the sidebar, header, footer. 
33. Technorati Rank: Display the rank on your side bar. It also has a link to add to 
favorites, go to the Technorati profile. 
34. Twitter This: Allows the users to share your blog post in Twitter, 
35. Twitter Updater: Automatically sends a status update to your Twitter account via the 
Twitter.com API when you create, edit, or publish a post. 
36. Autometa: Automatically generate and include HTML Meta Keywords and 
Technorati Tags based on the full text of your post. 
37. Xanga Crosspost Plugin: Every time your make a new WordPress entry, this plugin 
will take it and automatically post it over to your Xanga blog. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Email and Other Marketing Tools 
 

1. WP-EMail: Allows people to recommend/send your Wordpress blog's post/page to a 
friend. 
2. Comment Email Responder: Lets you email a response to comments. The response 
becomes a comment in the normal way, but also sends an email to the commenter with 
the content of the response and his original comment. 
3. Comment Relish: Send an e-mail message to users who comment on your website 
who have never commented on it before. 
4. WP-Polls: Include a poll into your Wordpress's blog post/page. 
5. Wordpress Email Notification: Allows people to signup to be notified when a new 
entry is posted. It also allows them to unsubscribe if they wish. 
6. Page Update Notification: User can subscribe to a Wordpress 'Page' so that when 
you next update it they will be automatically notified by email that is has changed. 
7. Mailing-List: When a number of new posts chosen is added or edited. It also adds a 
write page to send emails with attach file to the mailing-list or the blog users. 
8. cat2email MODIFIEDVersion: When a user posts to a category the plugin is invoked 
and an email containing the post is sent to every address in the list associated with the 
category. 
9. SMTP 1.0-cimy: Basically this plug-in is for all people who have a hosting server that 
has the php mail function disabled and/or want to use their SMTP servers. 
10. Subscribe to Comments: It allows the commenter on your blog to check a box 
before commenting and get e-mail notification of further comments. 
11. Private notes plugin beta: Private Notes provides registered users on a site with the 
ability to send messages to one another. (You will find the download link under the 
section 'Notes') 
13. WP-PostRatings: Rating system for your Wordpress blog's post/page. 
14. WP-Sticky : Adds a sticky post feature to your Wordpress's blog. 
15. Email Info: You can write email to all email-registered people, delete bad emails and 
write email to one email. 
16. Form Builder: Easily and quickly create forms for display on their sites. 
17. Secure Form Mailer: Set up a simple contact form with just a few clicks. 
18. subscribe2: A comprehensive subscription management. 
19. SubscribeMe: Your visitors email addresses and names can be stored in your own 
database and exported whenever required. 
20. Banner Admin: Manage various banner ads from different affiliate programs. 
21. Feed Footer: Add as many as 10 different footers at the bottom of all your blog 
posts in your RSS feeds. Your footers will be rotated sequentially. 
22. What Would Seth Godin Do: Offer your visitors a special welcome and invite them to 
become permanent subscribers! 
23. WP ad-manager: Display specified Banner images and Text links in your blog by 
adding advertisement tags in a blog template 
24. DJ-Email-Publish: It will send your new post to your other blogs (such as msn 
spaces) via email. 
25. Not-To-Me: Not-To-Me suppresses comment notification emails when the blog 
admin posts a comment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

26. SMTP Swift (Gmail Compatible): For anyone who needs to use an SMTP server for 
sending mail on there blog, or if you’d like to use Gmail’s SMTP service, this plugin will 
do exactly that. 
27. WP Campaign Monitor: It is an email newsletter / SMS tool built for WordPress. 
Users can send campaigns, track the results and manage their subscribers. 
28. Autoresponder Form Plugin: This tool is ideal to add your "autoresponder form" to 
attract subscribers. 
29. Newsletter Manager: You easily integrate a third party newsletter manager to your 
site. 
30. Popularity Contest: Assess which of your posts are most popular. Comments, 
Views etc are tracked and given point values to determine popularity. 

 
 
 
 

Navigation, Search and Post 
 

1. Sphere Plugin: It facilitates your visitors by scanning your content database and on- 
click, automatically presents a list of related articles. 
2. WP-PageNavi: Adds a more advanced paging navigation your Wordpress blog. 
3. Prevent Authors: It prevents authors from deleting and editing their posts if they are 
older than XX days. 
4. Edit N Place: Lets you edit your post inline; meaning you can edit a post without 
going in to the Wordpress admin panel. 
5. Create N Place: Write new blog posts right on the front page of your blog -- there is 
no need to log into the admin system to write a new post 
6. Post Tools: Gives you dozens of tags that you can use in your post to do fun and 
interesting things, like inserting a Flash MP3 player etc 
7. WP-Translate: Let your readers to view your blog in 11 languages. It’s easy for any 
most users to add this functionality to their site. 
8. An Advanced Search plugin: Allows user to input search options and gets the most 
relevant results. 
9. Automatic Site Map: To improve the navigation of your users as well as search 
engine traffic. 
10. PhPExec: Lets you execute dynamic php code in post. 
11.Search reloaded plugin: improve the default search algorithm used in WordPress. 
12.Search Meter: Keep your blog focused on what your visitors want to read. It does 
this by keeping track of what your visitors are searching for. 
13. Breadcrumb Nav XT: Bring breadcrumb navigation to WordPress. It shows the 
visitors successive paths and back to homepage. 
14. Breadcrumb: A breadcrumb is a navigation trail that leads from the user’s current 
location in your web site, back to the home page. 
15. Random Posts: Pull random blog entries from the database. Allows to select 
configurable posts from a specified category. 
16. Movable Everything: It makes anything that you specify movable, it creates a 
separate window of sorts so you can click and drag it all around the page. 
17. Most Popular Categories By Posts: List your blog’s most popular categories based 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

on the number of posts assigned to those categories within a user-configurable time 
period. 
18. Fuzzy Recent Comments: Display a fuzzy number of recently commented entries 
into your sidebar. 
19. Fuzzy Recent Posts: Displays the most recently posted entries in your sidebar. 
20. Event Calendar: Dynamic calendar. You can list forthcoming events, normal blog 
posts etch 
21. Live Comment Preview: Get live comment previews on your site. 
22. pdf24-post to pdf: Let your readers save a post to pdf. Readers fill in their email- 
address into the small box underneath each post and get the post as pdf in their email. 

 
 
 
 

Pictures, Video, Audio and Media 
 

1. An-Archos – Anarchy Media Player: Feature-rich media player. Play any simple href 
link to mp3, flv, Quicktime mov, mp4, m4v, m4a, m4b, 3gp as well as Windows wmv, avi 
and asf files, 
2. Flickr Spinnr: Displays your Flickr images on a Flash powered rotating 3D cube. You 
can select the Flickr account to use, even photos with specific tags. Sidebar Widgets 
compatible. 
3. PodPress: The ultimate podcast platform. Support for iTunes, mp3 and other popular 
podcast formats. 
4. Zeec Embedded Uploader: Embed video, audio and image files in your WP 
comments. You can upload and even webcam record your multimedia comments 
directly from the WP comments template. 
5. External FLV Player: You can show videos right within your post. You can even edit 
the splash screen Image, as you like it! 
6. Lightbox: Lets you overlay images into your post with amazing results. 
7. Video Widget: Display random videos of your own choice. You can mix, your own 
video list, Google, Myspace and YouTube videos 
8. Easy Flash: Add Flash Movies/App to your web site. 
9. WPG2: Embeds Gallery2 within Wordpress to share photos, videos and any other 
Gallery2 content seamlessly into the Wordpress Sidebar and Blog entries. 
10. YouTube Brackets: Post video's to your blog directly from YouTube. You define size 
of video. 
11. Gallery2ImageChooser: Allows you to choose an image from your Gallery2 photo 
albums by browsing thumbnails. 
12. Flickr Photo Album: Will pull in your Flickr photo sets and display them as albums on 
your WordPress site. 
13. Flickr Post Bar: Easily insert your Flickr photos into your blog posts. 
14. Flickr Wordpress: Integrates with Technorati Tags Plugin for WordPress and look for 
related images on Flickr, Displays the three most recent related images and 
automatically updates. Requires Technorati Tags Plugin. 
15. Del.icio.us mp3 Player: Makes any mp3 links playable directly on your webpage. 
Also, your visitors can tag and post the mp3 link to del.icio.us. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16. Audio Player: A great single track mp3 player. Excellent for podcasting too. 
17. Automatic WP Player: Mp3 and WAV player for your Wordpress. 
18. Cool Player: Multimedia files in your blog with most formats. Insert several mediate 
at one time and switch them to play with out reloading the page. 
19. YouTube and Google Video Plugin: EasyTube allows you to easily embed a 
YouTube or Google video player into your website using one simple tag 
20. Extreme Video: Add videos from Google into your blog. 
21. Video Blogger: allows for simple video blogging of content hosted by Google Video, 
YouTube, DailyMotion and vSocial. 
22. VideoPop: Allows you to create links that open videos in a popup window. Supports 
many popular formats. 
23. WP-FLV: Simplify the process of inserting flash video files (FLV) inside a Wordpress 
post or page. 
24. WP-Ploop: Display .movs and .swfs to posts and pages. 
25. WPvideo: Plugin for WordPress that allow you to insert flash videos in your own 
post in an easy way, and let users download the video using DownThisVideo!. 
Add Videos from YouTube, Google Video, Metacafe. 

 
 
 
 

Statistics and Tracking 
 

1. Live: Watch your website activity in real time. You can watch as people are visiting 
your pages, leaving comments, and grabbing your feeds. 
2. WP-Stats: Display your Wordpress blog statistics. Ranging from general to total 
statistics. 
3. WP-PostViews: Displays how many times a post/page had been viewed 
4. WP-UserOnline: Displays how many users are online with detailed statistics of where 
they are and who there are(Members/Guests/Search Bots). 
5. Automatic Stats: Gathers stats that are relevant to you as blog writer. All stats are 
hosted by Wordpress. 
6. Google Analytics: Lets you easily add Google's web tracking script to your site. 
7. WP-Slimstat: Detailed statics. See the screenshots on the site for more. 
Sophisticated detailsedblog statistics. 
8. WP-ShortStat: Displays detailed stats in an easy to digest fashion. Just upload & 
activate and you have stats! 
9. PopStats: PopStats is a simple system of statistics but trustworthy, your elijes the 
number of days that you want to store in your data base, and shows to you, in the 
Control Panel, a graph with the obtained visits every day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
	  


